Cut
Cut and blow dry
£50

Cut
£40
Barber cut
£30

Blow dry
£40

Child (under 10)
Cut £20 Cut and blow dry £30

(Additional £10 with Patrick)

Colour
Full head
highlights/lowlight
£80
Full head tint
£50

Half head
highlights/lowlights
£70
Tint regrowth
£40

T section
highlights/lowlights
£60

Toner
£20

Treatment
£30

Make up
Full face
£50

Eyes
£30

Wedding, prom packages available. Price upon request.

Tutorial
£100

Luxury signature facial
£60 60 mins

Signature full body massage
£60 60 mins

Bespoke massage techniques that increase
the appearance of even skin tone, illuminate
and hydrate skin from within, lymphatically
draining, it reveals a cleansed, polished look.

Tailor-made full body massage targeting
areas to suit your personal needs.
Leaving the entire body feeling refreshed,
soothed and rejuvenated.

Express luxury signature facial
£30 30 mins

Express signature massage
£30 30 mins

Luxury manicure
£40 40 mins

Gel polish manicure
£30 45 mins

Indulgent arm and hand massage which
gently exfoliates, followed by a rich
moisture mask warmed with heated mits,
cuticles attended to and oiled before nails
are manicured, shaped and buffed.

Gel polish pedicure
£30 30 mins
Non-chip manicure with cuticle work,
perfectly shaped and gel application,
painted and perfectly polished.

Luxury pedicure
£40 40 mins

Brows
£40 60 mins

Indulgent foot soak to gently exfoliate and refine
feet, followed by moisture mask, gently warmed
by heated booties, whilst lower leg massage softly
lymphatically drains and revives.

Brows transformed, one hour eyebrow enhancement
service, gently realigns an unruly brow, creating
controlled volume and fullness. Tinting, shaping and
waxing included that beautifully frames the face,
and gives a polished, groomed brow.

Cuticles attended to and nails manicured,
shaped and buffed.

20 min lash tint = £10
20 min brow shape = £15
20min brow tint = £10

Lashes
£40 60 mins

Hopi
£40 45 mins

Ultimate lash lift

A holistic treatment that uses the ancient art of
ear candling with soothing essential oils, that
relieves amongst many conditions, migraines,
sinusitis and stress. Leaving you feeling
soothed and refreshed and fully detoxed.

Naturally lifted, tinted and curled giving the illusion
of more length for an open-eyed, fresh look.
Enhanced, fuller, defined and curled lifted lashes.
20min brow tint = £10
20 min lash tint = £10

